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Most companies
do not know
where they
make money
This is shocking, yet understandable given
the challenges leaders have in tracking
and allocang costs. Calculang overall
proﬁtability is straighorward, but
determining product-, SKU-, or customerlevel proﬁtability is close to impossible.
Typical cosng methods prove inadequate
as connuous changes in product mix,
processes, and organizaonal support
structures render standard cosng
meaningless, and acvity-based cosng
exercises obsolete before the lengthy
exercise is complete. In fact, countless mes
execuves from various industries have
told us that they do not believe in the
accuracy of their standard product costs.

But without a robust cosng tool, it is
impossible to truly understand which SKUs
are driving proﬁts and which are losing
money—this is a perilous situaon to be
in because in most organizaons there are
big winners and losers.
For example, Wilson Perumal & Company
(WP&C) worked with a regional beverage
distributor operang under the belief that
its high-end products, with very high price
points and gross margins, were its primary
proﬁt drivers. However, the standard costs
developed by the company’s ﬁnance
department did not accurately represent
true costs and led to misinformed strategic
decisions, such as an overinvestment in
the sales force focused on small volume,
premium purchasers.
Aer using WP&C’s proprietary Square
Root Cosng (SRC) methodology, the
business obtained greater clarity—it
found that fewer than 20% of SKUs were
proﬁtable, and that all of those proﬁtable
products were actually the low-margin,
high-volume products originally thought
to be loss leaders.

Research affirmed by client experience shows that
typically, only 20 to 30 percent of products generate
profit, often over 300 percent of total profit.
The remaining 70 to 80 percent of products destroy
200 percent or more of total profit.
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Slower-moving, high-margin products added
complexity to purchasing, sales, warehousing,
and distribuon, substanally increasing
overall costs, but in hidden ways.
Correctly allocang these costs to the
company’s high-end products showed that
those products were, in fact, highly
unproﬁtable. Massive cross-subsidizaons
had been disguising the true costs and proﬁts
of products, customers, and channels.

Unl the development of SRC, there has been no feasible way to quickly
and dynamically understand true SKU or customer proﬁtability. WP&C
developed SRC as a means to help companies quanfy the costs of
complexity and unlock the systemic cross-subsidizaons distorng
the view of proﬁtability by product, customer, and so on.
It is rooted in a deep understanding of complexity and its impacts on
operaons and costs, and can therefore move beyond the ﬁxed and
variable cost paradigm. SRC adds a third cost category in order to account
for costs driven by complexity (e.g., changeover me, inventory
management) and the unique behaviors of those costs.

This addional cost category accounts for
Non-Value Added (NVA) complexity costs that
increase with volume but are not proporonal
to it—hence the square root relaonship a7er
which this approach is named. Addionally,
SRC employs the same top-down, allocaonbased approach used in standard cosng that
is both fast and dynamic, giving it many
advantages over acvity-based cosng.
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Square Root Costing is Different
Tradionally, businesses could conﬁdently
use standard costs based on ﬁxed and
variable costs to make decisions regarding
product raonalizaon, pricing, and new
product development. Today, however,
complexity has changed the game.
While standard cost models accurately
account for value-added costs like raw
materials and direct labor, these models fail
to truly account for the complexity costs
created by a porolio of many diﬀerent
SKUs. Standard cost models fail to associate
NVA costs like changeovers, inventory

management, and corporate overhead with
speciﬁc SKUs. This is because standard costs
are typically calculated at the gross margin
level, and either ignore overhead or assume
it is equally driven by all products.
However, as overhead typically accounts
for a signiﬁcant poron of overall costs
(depending on industry, between 25-50%),
it deserves a more careful accounng.
Square Root Cosng accurately captures
the complexity-driven NVA costs that
standard costs fail to consider.

Consider a manufacturing line producing
1,000 yellow pencils per day
In a bid to draw new consumers,
management decides to diversify and
produce 90% yellow pencils, 10% blue
pencils. To do this, the line has to stop
producon to change over between colors.
Scheduling is now more important and raw
materials and ﬁnished goods inventories
need to be coordinated.
Equipment has to be cleaned and
recalibrated with every change, creang
downme, and material scrap was produced

each me a machine stopped and
started producon. Overall, the downme
associated with color complexity reduces
capacity to 900 pencils per day.
Standard cosng would spread the lost-me
NVA costs across all products by volume,
whereas the SRC approach would accurately
assign the source of complexity, blue
pencils, greater NVA costs.

WILSONPERUMAL.COM
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Why Square Root Costing?
WP&C co-founder Andrei Perumal
theorized the square root relaonship
between volume and complexity costs a7er
a series of plant simulaons. These models
isolated the impact of individual variables,
revealing that certain complexity costs, such
as product setup mes, demand variability,
and inventory holding costs, varied exactly
proporonally to the square root of volume.
In a manufacturing environment using
opmal producon scheduling for two items
that are the same (i.e., same setup me, run
rate, yield, etc.), average working inventory
levels were proporonal to the square root
of each product’s volume. If Product A had
4x the demand of Product B, then Product
A had 2x the average cycle stock inventory.
For complexity costs, volume is the
dominant driver of cost diﬀerences between
products—or customers, regions, and so on.
By accurately modeling these relaonships,
SRC can quickly and signiﬁcantly improve
the accuracy of cosng ﬁgures. However,
the true value of Square Root Cosng comes
from the insights one can generate using the
BY VOLUME
Total Cost ($)
Volume
Unit Cost ($/unit)

methodology’s outputs, which allow
companies to understand the actual drivers
of product, SKU, and customer proﬁtability.
SRC can provide valuable informaon
about the cost of delivering new SKUs to
the market and provide insights into how
a company can deliver the complexity
required to meet customer demands in
a more eﬀecve and proﬁtable way.
The following example demonstrates how
WP&C has helped various companies use
Square Root Cosng to inform strategic
decisions and transform their businesses.
SITUATION
 You have two products, ‘A’ and ‘B’
 Product A: volume = 1 unit
 Product B: volume = 49 units
 You idenﬁed $100 in complexitydriven costs to allocate
EXERCISE
Allocate the $100 in costs across the two
products using each of the three methods
(by volume, by square-root of volume, and
equal by product) to complete the table
below.
BY SQRT OF VOLUME

EQUAL BY PRODUCT

$2.00

$98.00

$12.50

$87.50

$50.00

$50.00

1

49

1

49

1

49

$2.00

$2.00

$12.50

$1.79

$50.00

$1.02

PRODUCT
A

PRODUCT
B

PRODUCT
A

PRODUCT
B

PRODUCT
A

PRODUCT
B
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CASE #1
Diagnosing product profitability to
inform new product development
A $5B HVAC manufacturer (HVAC Co) had
maintained proﬁtability over recent years
as its porolio of products connued to
grow. With pending technology and
regulatory changes, management expected
the number of SKUs to triple while volumes
grew at a slower rate.

to comply with construcon standards
in the Midwest while Model B’s port was
on the boGom of the unit to support the
Southeast market. Model A sold 13 mes
the volume of Model B.

This would result in higher producon
and sales costs to support a more variable
porolio and impact exisng scale. HVAC
Co needed to understand how this added
complexity would impact the business and
how to best manage it moving forward.

HVAC Co assumed the costs to sell these
nearly idencal products would be similar,
but our SRC analysis revealed the real costs
associated with bringing the slower-selling
Model B to market (e.g., manufacturing,
selling, distribuon, markeng, other
overhead, etc.) was $912, compared to
only $550 for Model A.

WP&C used SRC to analyze the impact of
complexity in HVAC Co’s furnace oﬀerings.
Two furnaces, Model A and Model B, were
idencal apart from the locaon of the ﬂow
port. Model A’s port was on top of the unit

At this true cost, Model B was losing money,
but HVAC Co had to keep oﬀering that format
to serve its Southeastern market. A soluon
was needed to deliver the added complexity
of Model B in a more eﬃcient way.

WILSONPERUMAL.COM
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With an understanding of HVAC Co’s
operaons and customers, we recommended
the development of a dual port product.
Reengineering a furnace to have both a top
and boGom port locaon would reduce the
number of furnace SKUs by half, driving
down inventory costs, reducing changeovers,
and lowering supply chain costs.

Analysis showed that if the less costly
Model A could be reengineered as a dual
port product for an addional unit cost of
$25 or less (diﬀerence between Model A’s
unit cost of $550 and the weighted average
unit cost of Models A & B, $575), it would
be proﬁtable to transion to the dual port
design (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Economics of Proposed Dual Port Product

CURRENT SALES

PROSPECTIVE DUAL PORT SALES

Model A

Model B

Dual Port ($5)

Dual Port ($10)

105,000

7,800

112,800

112,800

Average Sales Price

$750

$842

$756

$756

Cost/Unit

$550

$912

$555

$560

OP/Unit

$200

($70)

$201

$196

$22,672,800

$22,108,800

Annual Volume

Total Proﬁt

$20,454,000

Figure 2: Addional Cost/Unit Impact on Proﬁt
ADDITIONAL
COST/UNIT

POTENTIAL
PROFIT INCREASE

$5

$2.2M

$10

$1.7M

$15

$1.1M

$20

$0.5M

$25

$0.1M

Model A and Model B’s sales volumes
would combine and represent the sales
of a new, dual port product. The unit cost
to bring this dual product to market would
be Product A’s current unit cost ($550)
plus the cost to add the addional port.
Based on engineering esmates, the change
would only cost an addional $5 to $10 to
make and would result in proﬁts increasing
by $1.7M to $2.2M (Figure 2).

WILSONPERUMAL.COM
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CASE
#2
Understanding customer
profitability to improve
economic profit
An internaonal CPG
contract manufacturer
(Consumer Co) was
having diﬃculty balancing
the demands of its three
largest customers.

Management needed to
understand the impact
of these demands on the
business while ﬁnding a
way to proﬁtably navigate
them.

These customers were
pressuring Consumer Co
to reduce minimum order
quanes and order
frozen zones (e.g., periods
where no changes can
be made to work orders),
decrease prices, increase
SKU variety, and hold
more inventory for longer
periods of me.

Leveraging SRC, WP&C
quickly calculated the
complexity-adjusted
economic proﬁt for all
three customers and help
the company understand
how each customer’s
parcular demands and
behaviors impacted
proﬁts.

WILSONPERUMAL.COM
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Further, when factoring in the assets used to
generate this revenue and the high levels of
ﬁnished goods and WIP inventory required
by Customer C’s current contract, a more
extreme picture emerged. Customer C
was actually destroying economic proﬁt,
generang a loss of $1.6M (Figure 3).

balance customer demands with plant
capacity.
It also built new consignment inventory
arrangements with some clients to ensure
they were not disproporonately bearing
the burden of inventory carrying costs.
These changes drove improvements in
proﬁtability and customer service while
creang beLer ﬂexibility to manage future
SKU growth.

Consumer Co used this insight to inform the
structure of new contracts with customers.
It renegoated pricing and terms to beGer

Figure 3: Economic Profit by Customer Type

$6.3M

$5.9M

$3.0M

$2.4M

$0.6M
NOPAT

Cost of
Capital

Economic
Proﬁt

NOPAT

Cost of
Capital

$0.4M

$0.2M

Economic
Proﬁt

NOPAT

$1.8M

Cost of
Capital

CUSTOMER A

CUSTOMER B

$-1.6M
Economic
Proﬁt

CUSTOMER C
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Assessing country
profitability
to shape
international
strategy
A mulbillion-dollar internaonal cosmecs
company (Cosmo Co) had been pursuing
internaonal growth by adding new
products to its internaonal porolios.
While innovaon was only iniated by
large strategic markets, once a product was
introduced, any small market could include
the SKU in its speciﬁc porolio.
This “everything available everywhere”
approach to the country porolio meant
that smaller markets could oﬀer a huge
variety of products with the belief that
product development contained

most of the cost of bringing a product to
market, and therefore, oﬀering addional
SKUs in new markets carried no extra costs.
Through examinaon, the WP&C team
found that hidden costs such as markeng
and inventory management signiﬁcantly
impacted proﬁtability as regional porolios
connued to grow.
Square Root Cosng illuminated the fact
that larger markets with fewer products
were able to build revenue density and
scale while small markets bore higher
costs to support larger porNolios.
In countries like Russia where the physical
size of the country is vast and diﬃcult to
navigate, each addional product caused
distribuon costs to grow.
Thus, small-volume products were diﬃcult
to deliver to market proﬁtably. Retail prices
also varied between regions and were
subject to exchange rates, which further
exposed how diﬀerent markets required

CASE #3
WILSONPERUMAL.COM
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diﬀerent product oﬀerings and strategies.
By using SRC to understand cost drivers
and their impact on proﬁtability, the WP&C
team was able to pinpoint variables that
predicted success for geographic and
porolio expansion.

In other words, those markets with more
targeted porolios (rather than the onesize-ﬁts-all approach) were able to gain
share with fewer SKUs, reducing cost,
and increasing margin (Figure 4).
Armed with this informaon, the WP&C
team helped Cosmo Co build targeted
product-market strategies by creang
country level playbooks highlighng
opportunies for SKU raonalizaon,
investment, pricing, and service changes.

Using mulvariate regression, it was
illustrated that pricing power, market size,
and porolio eﬃciency signiﬁcantly drove
total proﬁt and operang margin. When
revenue density (revenue/SKU) was higher,
markets were able to leverage scale and
grow revenue faster than complexity.
Figure 4: Operating Margin by Country

Shaping Internaonal Strategy
OM%
50
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E
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D
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0

A

B

C
Bubble size = Total Op Proﬁt

-10
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6 Rev/SKU
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0

1
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2

3

4
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Country A

Country B

Country C

Country D

Country E

$100

$220

$440

$950

$1,000

Operang Proﬁt ($M)

$4

$18

$48

$200

$413

SKUs

374

467

471

478

209

Revenue ($M)
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CONCLUSION
As the world connues to evolve and
businesses compete in new, unpredictable
ways, companies that are best posioned
to succeed are those that are best
informed.
Managing a business with inaccurate
cost and proﬁt numbers will lead to poor
decision-making, a false understanding
of how to grow the boGom line, and a
bloated porolio ﬁlled with redundancies.
By using Square Root Cosng, companies
can gain a true understanding of how
diﬀerent SKUs and customer segments
drive proﬁtability.

Armed with the knowledge from Square
Root Costing, companies can build better
strategies around business problems such as
product mix, innovation, and international
expansion—enabling them to better
compete in our complex world.

WILSONPERUMAL.COM
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About
Wilson
Perumal
& Company
Wilson Perumal & Company (WP&C) is a
premier strategy consultancy that helps
clients navigate an increasingly complex
business environment. For the last decade,
WP&C has served mulnaonal corporaons,
private equity ﬁrms, and government enes,
supporng their growth agendas.
Our focus is helping these organizaons
develop and execute strategies for
successfully compeng in the Age of
Complexity. We are laser-focused on client
value and results—our projects o7en yield
a 20–40% improvement in EBITDA.

Co-founded by experienced consultants
and bestselling authors Stephen Wilson
and Andrei Perumal, we are not only
praconers but also thought leaders. We
have published two books on compeng in
a complex world: Waging War on Complexity
Costs and Growth in the Age of Complexity
(McGraw-Hill).
Our services range from growth strategy to
business simpliﬁcaon—whether that be
your porNolio or your business operaons—
to organizaonal transformaon. Our work
is informed by a disnct perspecve and
supported with unique methodologies.
Given our focus on complexity, our
employees have deeper knowledge and
more experience on this topic than any
other consultancy. This translates into
faster insights, and ulmately beGer results.

Learn how we can help you:
info@wilsonperumal.com

“Perumal and Wilson oﬀer a nuanced
and evidence-based analysis of the
paradox of complex growth, but they
move beyond descrip on to oﬀer
prac cal and ﬁeld-tested advice on
how to avoid the traps they iden fy.”

Don Sull, Senior Lecturer
MIT SLOAN SCHOOL
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+1-888-540-7038 fax
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We have taken measures to provide
accurate and up-to-date informaon in
this document; we do not provide any
express or implied warranes or
representaons. No acon should be
taken on the basis of this report without
ﬁrst seeking independent professional
advice. We shall not be liable for any
loss or damage arising as a result of your
use of or reliance on the informaon
contained in this report. The informaon
in this report is subject to change
without noce. This is a publicaon of
Wilson Perumal & Company, One
Galleria Tower, 13355 Noel Road, Suite
1000, Dallas, TX 75240.
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